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Unit 4 Extra practice
1 Vocabulary free-time activities
 Complete the table with these free-time activities.

  

a book   a magazine   computer games   cycling   
online shopping   running   shopping    
Tae Kwon Do   tennis   the guitar   yoga

 1 play 

   

   

 2 go 

   

   

 3 do 

   

   

 4 read 

   

2 Vocabulary sports
  Match the two parts of the words to make sports. 

Then write the sports.

 1 tenn all  

 2 swim ball 

 3 footb is  

 4 bo ming 

 5 sail ket 

 6 ice ho ing 

 7 base ckey 

 8 cric xing 

3 Grammar like / love + -ing
  Complete the sentences with the -ing form of the 

verb.

 1  I love  (live) in the city centre.

 2 She doesn’t like  (shop) online.

 3 They like  (dance) in nightclubs.

 4  He loves  (go) fishing at the 
weekend.

 5 I like  (watch) the television.

computer games

tennis

living

4 Grammar adverbs of frequency
  Complete the sentences with the adverbs of 

frequency in the correct place.

 1 I work at the weekend. 

 2 They travel to other countries for work. (never)

 3 We are away at the weekend. (often)

 4 She plays computer games. (not often)

 5 He goes to the gym before work. (usually)

5 Grammar expressions of frequency
 Number the phrases in order of frequency.

 a once a week 

 b twice a month 

 c  on the third Saturday  
of every month 

 d three times a week 

 e every day 

 f four times a year 

6 Grammar can / can’t
 Read the sentences. Then write the name.

Yoshi Simon Alex
sing ✓ × ✓
play the guitar × × ✓
run fast ✓ ✓ ×

 1  He can’t sing or play the guitar, but he can run 
fast. 

 2  Can he sing? Yes, he can and he can also play the 
guitar. 

 3  He can sing but he can’t play the  
guitar. 

sometimes

1




